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Abstract 
T wo pairs of di ametr ica lly oppose d Schottk y 
surface barr ier diodes in a modifi ed scannin g electron 
microsco pe (SEM) are used to reconstruct surface elevations 
and composition differences. An empiri cally determined 
function of differe nce of signals from opposing diodes is 
used to ca lculate slopes, which are then integra ted to 
elevat ions by an effi c ient 2-dim ensional Fas t Fourier 
Transfo rm. Composition differences are distinguished by 
variations in the ove rall backsca ttere d elec tron (BS E) 
intensity estimated by the sum of the four diod e signals. 
Arithmetic average roughness measurements from the BSE 
device are within 10% of stylus surface tracer measurements 
when surface slopes average less than 6 deg rees and 
maximum slopes are less than 45°; shadowing effects for 
rough surfaces, aliasing, and averag ing effects from Fourier 
integrat ion are apparent. Composition measurements show 
distinction of high contras t phases; phase boundary-s lope 
interactions are noted. 
Key Words: backscattered electrons , surface roughness, 
surface phase, Lambertian angular distribution, Schottky 
surface barrier diodes, partial slopes, two-dimensional fast 
Fourier transform , magnetic deflection distortion, electron 
beam blanking, aliasing. 
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This paper describe s the development and validation of 
a method for simultaneously mapping material phase and 
topography of a solid surface , using backscattered electrons 
(BSE). 
Several worker s have used BSE to quantify surface 
topography or material composition . Lebiedzik [5-7] used 
BSE and secondary electrons (SE) to reconstruct topography 
over a grid . Reimer, Bongeler and Desai [10] used BSE to 
quantify topograph y on a line scan. In each case differen ce 
signals were used to estimate slope , and integration was 
carried out to obtain elevations . Carlsen [2] and Sato and 
O-hori [12] have suggested methods for integrating slope 
data . Carlsen applied trapezoid al integration over an entire 
grid of slope data, usin g least square s averagin g and 
relaxa tion method s. Hi s inte gration averages over many 
path s, requiring much time . Sato and O-hori integrate along 
the data collection path, thus reducing integration time but 
leaving large error s in single measurements [12]. Ball and 
McCartney [1) and Robinson , Cutmore, and Burdon [11] 
utilize BSE signals from a high take-off angle detector above 
the specimen to estimate its apparent atomic number. 
Scanning electron microscopes (SEM) which measure 
BSE to reconstruct topography have major advantages over 
conventional devices for measuring surface topography . For 
example, the electron beams used in the modified SEM can 
be focused to a spot size of 10 nm, enabling better resolution 
potential than the commonly used stylus surface tracer , 
which has a tip radius 1000 times as large . Further , 
measurements with SEM do not plastically deform the 
surface. The problem with such devices has been to convert 
high resolution in terms of spot size into quantitative 
resolution of surface elevations , i.e . topography . If, in 
addition , compositional differences can be mapped 
simultaneously with topography, then the location of phase 
boundaries can be known with higher precision than if 
separate or successive maps of phase and position are used 
to characterize surfaces. 
A signal processing system was designed using four 
Schottky surface barrier surface diodes to be placed in an 
existing SEM. Raski completed mathematical modeling for 
this system and built it, installing it in a scanning electron 
microscope [8]. 
Method 
Measurement of BSE 
Four OR TEC T A-019-100-100 Schottky barrier diodes 
arranged as two diametrically opposed pairs, are located just 
below the final lens in the column of a modified SEM at 

















List of symbols. 
Meaning 
Calibrated estimate of true beam position 
Nominal beam position (neglect distortion ) 
Scanning sensitivitie s in x and y directions 
Scan control voltages 
Polynomial functions describing magnetic 
distortion 
Amplified voltage signal from ith diode 
Primary beam current 
BSE current 
Elevation of detector array above specimen 
Take-off angle of detectors 
Angle between surface normal and scatter 
direction 
Backscatter coefficient, the ratio of back-
scatter current to primary beam current 
Position compensated diode signal of ith 
diode 
Position compensated, normalized 
difference signal 
Table 2. Data for Schottky surface barrier diodes. 
Parameter Pair 1 Pair 2 
Nominal area 100 mm2 100 mm2 
Nominal Resist ivity 1400 Ohm cm 2500 Ohm cm 
Specific Capacitance 6.0 pF/mm2 4.5 pF/mm2 
Max Stopping Energy 50 keV 59 keV 
Depletion Layer Depth 18 µm 22 µm 
Threshold energy 3.58 keV 3.58 keV 
take-off angles of 45 ° from the z-ax is as shown in Figure I. 
A list of symbol s is given in Table I. Data for the diodes is 
given in Table 2. 
Since the exact gai ns of the diodes and amplifying 
circui ts are likely to be imperfectly balanced , the relative 
gains of opposing diodes is measured. The electro n beam is 
positioned near the ce nter of th e sca n field, and 
meas urements fro m the diodes with the fixture in one 
position are compared with those after a 180° rotation of the 
diode fixture. The relative gains of the two pairs are also 
computed . 
Nominally , the SEM electro n beam is positioned at scan 
coo rdin ates (Xs, Y s) by x- and y-control voltages V x and 
Vy, such that 
(Xs, Y s)=(Sx Vx ,Sy Vy) , (I) 
where Sx and Sy are the positioning sensitivi tie s in the x-
and y-di rect ion s. Because of the aberrations present in 
magneti c lenses and scanning systems the sensitivitie s are 
not constant , and the coordinates of the true beam position 
(x,y) may be described by equation (2), 
x = SxVx + dx(X 5,Y5) 
y = Sy Vy+ dy(X5,Y5) (2a,b) 
where dx and dy are polynomial fun ctions of magneti c 
deflection distortion from location (Xs,Ys), the first order 
coo rdinate s of the spot. In view of the magneti c deflection 
di stortion , a ca lib rat ion procedure was developed to 
compute the aberrations dx and dy in the form of a seven 
term , third-order polynomial co rrespondin g to th e 
representation by Haantje s and Lubben [ 4]. The aberration 
function is then used to compensate signa ls sent to position 
the electron beam. 




Figur~ 1. Geom~tric notation for measured point (x,y) in a 
four diode detection system . Take-off angle of detectors is 
~=45°. Z=h=21.12 1mm. 
beam blanking is utilized , to eliminate the "sag" in the diode s 
described by Frost, Harrowfield , and Zuiderwyk [3], and to 
remove DC co uplin g from the detect ion system. The 
amplification circuitry integrate s the signal positive ly while 
the beam is on the spec imen, and negatively during beam 
blanking such that constant noise sig nals are effective ly 
cancelled out. 
Intensities from the four diodes are collected pointwis e 
over a 64 by 64 point square and stored for further ana lysis. 
The grid size is limit ed mainly by co mput er storage 
capability ; it is desired to mak e larger grids than 64 by 64, 
because there is no obv ious way to connect separate grids . 
Topographical reconstruction 
Partial slopes at each measurement point may be 
determ ined from the BSE intensi ties measured by the four 
diodes; these in turn are integra ted into elevations using a 
two-dimensional Fast Fourier technique . 
Calculation of partial slopes. The partial slopes 
in the x and y-directions can be obtained from the differences 
in curren t in oppos ing diodes , using equ at ion s which 
account for the geomet ry of the detectors and the position of 
the electro n beam. The topography reconstruction technique 
[9] was originally based on the assumption that mea sured 
BSE distribution abo ut the surface norm al for the range of 
slopes to be measured would be Lambertian . The backscatter 
current varies with the cos ines of angle between the surface 
normal and scatter in g direction , ½; that is, 
dlbse /d Q=IB cos(½)/ n ), where dlbse is the backscatter 
current for a differential solid angle Q, and IB is the primary 
beam current. 
The sign al incid ent on eac h of the BSE detector s 
depends on the angle between the surface normal and the line 
from the measured point to the detector and the distance from 
the meas ured point to the dete ctor. Since the ang le is the 
variable of interest , the effec t of the distance from detector to 
measurement point must be removed. With knowledg e of 
the expected detector signal for a given surface orientation, 
the surface partial derivative s can be reconstructed . F.irst 
defin e positio n-compen sated dete ctor signals to compensate 
for the positions of samplin g point and detector s (Eq. 3a-d). 
Surface Characterization by BSE 
rrV 2 2 2 2 
M = _l [(h tan(I;) - x) + y + h ] 
l lbse [h tan(I;) - x]sin(I;) + h cos(I;) 
rrV 2 [(h tan(I;) + x} + y 2 + h 2]2 
M2 - \se [h tan(I;) + x]sin(I;) + h cos(s) 
rrV3 [(h tan(s) - y} + y 2+ h2]2 
M3 - Ibse [h tan(I;) - y ]sin(I;) + h cos(I;) 
rrV 2 2 2 2 
4 [(h tan(I;) + y) + y + h ] 





The variables of Eq. (3) are as follows: Vi is the amplified 
voltage signal from the ith diode, Ibse is the backsc atter 
current, h is the elevation of the detector array above the 
specimen, and 1;=45° is the take-off angle of the detectors. 
The parameters SJ and S2, given in Equation (4a,b) are the 








S2 = M +M 
3 4 (4a,b) 
The x- and y-partial derivatives are then 
:i hS oz I 





dy = h tan(I;) + xS + yS 
I 2 (Sb) 
Near (x,y) = (0,0) these relations reduce to Equations (6a,b) 
which compare well with Lebiedzik's empirical results for 
small slopes, which are not compensated for beam position. 
(6a,b) 
However, for measurements taken from standard 
surfaces (sphere, roughness standard) the analytical model 
based on a Lambertian distribution fails to give slopes 
corresponding to those expected from specimen geometry. 
The Lambertian distribution of BSE applies to the energy 
spectrum as a whole, but Schottky diodes record a signal 
which is proportional to the energy of BSE; thus, they 
measure the BSE distribution with sensitivity skewed toward 
high energy BSE. Since the distribution of high-energy 
BSE is different from that of the low-energy BSE, and 
variation in BSE distribution with energy is complex, the 
functions 
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Figure 2a. Models and data describing x-variation 
of normalized difference signal with slope. 
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Figure 2b. Models and data describing y-variation 
of normalized difference signal with slope. 
were measured empirically using a smooth, medium atomic 
number specimen (chromium). Results for measurements at 
the origin (x,y)=(0,0) are compared with Lebiedzik's (in 
which the difference signal is proportional to the sine of the 
slope angle) and Raski 's analytical results (where the 
difference signal is proportional to the tangent of the slope 
angle) in Figure 2. The functions (7a,b) have been 
incorporated into Raski's analysis. The slopes calculated by 
this method then are independent of incident beam current 
and overall backscattering coefficient, 11. 
In summary, the electron beam is positioned precisely at 
each measurement point through use of the compensation 
function for magnetic distortion at that point. BSE signals 
from each detector are compensated for the position of 
measurement on the specimen with respect to detector 
geometry using Eq. (3a-d). Slope is then determined from 
the compensated detector signals using Eq . (4) and the 
empirical functions shown in Figures 2a and 2b. 
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Integration of slopes. The partial derivatives are 
then integrated using a two-dimensional Fast Fourier 
Tran sform (2D-FFT) method developed by Raski et al. [9]. 
This method makes use of a 4x4 vector radix to reduce the 
am~u~t of computation in integrating the slopes while 
retaining much of the accuracy. Elevations at each point are 
reconstructed separately from x and y partial derivatives and 
avera&ed together after integration. The resulting array of 
elevations 1s then plotted as a series of two dimension al 
traces which repre sent the surface. Integrating in Fourier 
transform space cannot be done until all measurements for a 
field of study have been taken, so this method is not as quick 
as that of Sato and O-hori (integration along measurement 
path only) (12] . It also does not give the extensive 
averaging of Carlsen's method [2], but the compromise of 
speed and averaging gives fairly precise results in a 
reasonable amount of time . 
Composition Mapping 
The signal from a BSE detector increases approximately 
monotonically with the atomic number of the measured 
specimen, although it is not necessarily a precise 
representation of the overall backscatter yield, Tl. Thi s 
variation applies when surfaces are measured at the same 
small tilt, and when operating conditions are the same. ' 
In the SEM, the sum of the signals from the four 
semiconductor detectors is used to detect compositional 
ch~n&es on a specimen surface. Since topographical 
var1at1ons are present largely in the difference signals of the 
pairs of_ diodes , such variations are largely eliminated by 
summation of the signals. In order to minimize variation s 
over a scanned surface , the BSE intensities measured by the 
four d_iodes are normalized with respect to beam position , 
and with respect to the relativ e sensitivities of the diode s. If 
the incident beam is kept constant during the measurement 
time, the variations in the sum sign al can be used to 
characterize compositional changes on a specimen. 
. Measured inten sity values are only proportional (as a 
first approx1mat1on) to the backscattering coefficient; the 
proportionality constant is not known . If specimen current 
and primary beam current were measured in addition to BSE 
intensity , an empirical equation could be used to estimate the 
apparent atomic number of each phase . Such an estimate 
would be enhanced by the addition of a high take-off angle, 
large solid angle detector placed under the pole piece of the 
final lens . 
Experimental Results 
The following two sections describe features and 
artifacts of surface topographical and compositional map s. 
In Figures 3 through 7, surface elevations are shown in 
graphical form,. a~d ~SE intensity or composition 
differences are d1st1ngu1shed by line thickness. Unles s 
otherwise stated, successively higher intensities are indicated 
by successively thinner lines. Primary beam current used 
for measurements was in the range 1.0-3.0 nanoamperes 
(nA). 
. . First, a well characterized specimen was examined: a 
s1hco~ specimen overlaid with a gold lattice .. In Figure 3, a 
combrned map of BSE intensity and topography of this 
specimen shows clear distinction of gold (high atomic 
number Z, high backscatter yield Tl) and silicon (low z, low 
922 
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Figure 3. Combined BSE intensity and topography map 
of a gold lattice (thin lines) on a silicon substrate (thick 
lines). 
ri). Although the slopes between the gold lattice and silicon 
base layer have been prepared to be nearly 90°, the measured 
slopes are not greater than the measuring limit of 45 °. The 
map shows correspondingly gentler slopes between the 
phases. Edge effects may contribute to this phenomenon. 
Next, a study was done on gray cast iron specimen s of 
varying surfa ce roughness to test topography and pha se 
interactions. Five specimens of different roughness were 
examined; in addition to polished and fractured specimens, 
cas t iron ground with #600 , #320 , and #180 grinding paper 
were used (Figure 4). In the polished specimen, graphite 
flakes were clearly distinguished from the pearlite matrix. 
With successively rougher surfaces, regions of ferrite and 
graphite were still clear, as were topographical features 
resulting from grinding or fracture . Calculated length-
average roughness (Ra) from BSE data was 0.577µm, 
compared with stylus tracer measurements with the same 
sampling length, which averaged 0.452µm and ranged from 
0.406µm to 0.597µm. The 30% discrepancy between BSE 
calculated roughness and tracer average roughness may be 
explained from the microstructure of gray cast iron: the 
narrow channels where graphite has been removed during 
specimen cleaning are too narrow for the tracer stylus tip to 
reach the bottom. 
Silicon carbide coated with approximately 25nm of 
gold/palladium was examined (Figure 5; note that the thick 
lines represent higher BSE intensity for this figure.). 
Topography shows quite clearly the cavities on the surface 
formed by removal of whole grains from the surface. In 
addition, a second phase of small particles with high BSE 
intensity is shown on the surface. The specimen was 
examined by x-ray analysis, and these particles were found 
to contain large amounts of tungsten . Most likely the 
particles have been left behind during the original grinding of 
the silicon carbide with tungsten carbide. 
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Problems and Artifacts 
Background noise 
In order to test backgro und noi se in the BSE instrum ent 
a smoo th , flat chromium surfac e was measured . A plot of 
the e levatio ns of the chrome surface calc ulated by the meth od 
out lin ed above show ed that the surface is quite flat for 
normal ve rti ca l sca le amplifi cat ion. However , meas ured 
elevationa l var iations of up to 0. 1 µm are present in the form 
of ripples aligned with the grid axes . Some elevational 
varia tion due to surface imp erfect ions and noise are to be 
expec ted, but the regular form of the variation in the 
measurements suggests that the Fourier integration method 
distributes the effect of surface imperfections by averaging 
the perturbations out along ort hogona l paths. This averaging 
effect will also be noted later for a dust particle on a surface. 
Shadowing 
It was expected that shadowi ng effects might vary with 
the seve rity of surfa ce roughness. A series of steel 
specimens of varying surface ro ughness was exa min ed to 
determine the maximum measurable slope for the system. 
Roughness calc ulated for a speci men of # 180 grit gro und 
stee l was 0.347 µm , within 10% of the average (0.385 µm ) 
of mea surements taken using a sty lus tracer. Thi s spec imen 
had an average slope of 6°. The ca lculat ed roughness of 
spec imens wi th lower average slope compared similarly to 
surface tracer measurements. The steepest slo pe meas ured 
was 45 °, which occ ured on a frac tured steel surfa ce. This 
maximum measured slope results on ly when one diode of an 
oppos ing pair has a signal of zero, while the other diod e has 
some non-zero value; this correspo nd s with comp lete 
shading . Exa min ation of the fractured stee l speci men in an 
opt ica l microscope indicated that the surface had much 
steepe r slope s than were mea sured . Shadowing effects 
co uld be com pensated as sugge sted by Reimer, Bongel er, 
and Desa i [IO]. 
Slope effects on phase measurement 
Slope is derived from the difference between BSE 
signals of op pos ing diodes divided by the sum of the same 
signa ls. Acco rdin g to detector ar ray geometry, some 
variatio n in total BSE int ensity with slop e would be 
expected, eve n for a flat homogeneous specimen. A tilt with 
an ob liqu e azim uth might produce a different total intensity 
than a tilt with az imuth a ligned with the diode axes. 
Measurements taken on a sphere in the range of +/- 20° slope 
indica ted that the influence of slope on BSE intens ity is 
insignifican t for this range. In additio n, measurements on a 
specimen of fractured gray cast iron appear to resolve 
grap hit e flakes despite the presence of slop es of 45 ° and 
greater. 
Beam Current Variations 
One addit ion al note should be made co nce rn ing ph ase 
resolution with the BSE device . Primar y bea m current 
fluctuations , due for example to mi sa lignment of the 
apert ures or len ses or filament ag ing, can cause fluctuations 
in meas ured BSE intensity. Since the prim ary beam current 
is not co nsidered in the BSE intensity calculations, any 
var iation will appear directly in the values of inten sity used 
to di stin guish pha se. As an example of thi s, BSE dat a was 
taken on a smooth specime n when the SEM column and final 
apertur e were mi saligned . Th e primary beam current varied 
fro m about 0 .5nA , where the lowes t BSE intensities were 
meas ured, to about 3.0nA, where the highest BSE intensities 
were mea sured . Th e res ult , shown in Figure 6, is a 
variation in BSE inten sity across the field of study . Thi s 
effect reduces the ability of the BSE device to distin guish 
pha ses. However , variations in primary beam current were 
found to be neglig ible for normal runnin g conditions. 
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Figure 6. Variation of BSE int ensity across a scan field of 
a smoo th c hromium specim en caused by electron beam 
fluctuation from mi sal ignment of SEM co lumn . Thickest 
lin es represent low es t BSE intensity, with successive ly 
higher intensities given by stepwise thinner lines . 
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Figure 7. Measured topography of roughness standard 
with dust particle . Note disturbances extending across the 
sca n field in orthogonal directions from dust particle . 
Unattached dust particle is shown as attached because slopes 
greater than 45° are measured as 45 °. 
Unattached particles 
An elevati on map showing a roughness standard with a 
dust particl e on its surface is shown in Figure 7. Not only is 
the dust part icle represented as co ntinuous with the surfa ce 
(beca use of the inability of the BSE device to mea sure angles 
greater than 45 degrees), but the surface feature s around the 
dust particl e become distorted. The distortion appear s in two 
Surface Characterization by BSE 
Figure 8. Lower magnification topographical map of 
specimen in Figure 7 shows a sma ller disturbance from the 
dust particle. Note that ribs of the roughness standard 
appear somewhat jagged; this is the resu lt of aliasing. 
orthogonal directions aligned with the sides of the data field. 
This distortion is not well understood , but co uld be a result 
of averaging effects from the FFT technique used to obtain 
su1face elevations from slopes. 
Aliasing 
Discrete measurements such as those used in 
constructing BSE topography and phase maps wi ll produce 
erroneous results if the spaces between measurements are 
larger than features of interes t on the measured surface. By 
application of the sampling theorem for signal processing, 
samp le spacing must be smaller than one-half of the size of 
surface features to be measured. On a rough ness standard 
samp le it was observed that a sample spacing close to the 
size of the ribs showed the features as jagged (Figure 8). A 
cross-sectiona l study of the roug hness standard showed it to 
have periodically alternati ng parallel ridges and grooves, for 
which the radius of curvature of the grooves is greater than 
that of the peaks. Calc ulated roughness for thi s spec imen 
was 18% higher than stylus tracer measurements. 
In addition, the diameter of the beam shou ld be 
appro xima tely equa l to the sampl e spaci ng, so that a 
measureme nt represe nts the average slope between the 
previous and next measurement points. Aliasing is noted 
where the focus of electron beam is much smaller than the 
sampl e spac ing. Calc ulations of roughness for a roughness 
standard varied up to 60% when focus of the electron beam 
was varied over a wide range. Careful manual focusing 
reduced this variation in roughne ss calc ulations values to 
within I 0% of sty lus tracer mea surem ents. Methods for 
automat ic focusing may be employed to adju st the beam 
diameter to a size appropriate for a given sample spacing. 
Phase boundary slope 
An abrupt phase bound ary crosse d during BSE slope 
measurement may ca use so me distortion in slope 
measurement. If the beam rests on the boundary between a 
low Z material and a high Z material , then an artificial slope 
may be measured as a result of the varying backsca tterin g 
behavior of the two mate ria ls. The "lop sidedn ess" of 
backscattering should be a function of the angle of the 
925 
interface between the phases with respect to the specimen 
surface. Hence , in measurements of multiph ase material s 
(e.g. gray cast iron) , we must be careful to di stingui sh 
where po ssible whether slopes at material interfaces are 
caused by real topography (i.e. from preferential wear of a 
sof ter pha se, or materi al removal ) or as an artifact of the 
calc ulation procedure. Monte Carlo modellin g of this effect 
may enable compensation for its effects. 
Conclusions 
The simult aneous mapping of topography and materia l 
compositio n by backscattered electro ns is a promising 
approac h to microsurface character ization . At present, the 
topography of surfaces with average slopes less than six 
degrees and maximum slop es less than 45° ca n be 
reprodu ce d quantitatively to a precision of 10%. 
Simultane ous mapping of topography and material phase has 
been demonstrated for high contras t material combinat ions . 
The measurements are subject to the following limitations: 
l) topographical measurements are sensitive to beam focus; 
2) phases are reso lved by differences in BSE intensi ty, so 
atomic number is not calculated. 
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Discussion with Reviewers 
V.N.E. Robinson : The use of smaller diodes would give 
greate r accuracy, at least as far as dimensions are concerned. 
O.C. Wells: It is known that the angular distribution with 
which backscattered electrons leave a sample is not always a 
cosine distribution. For example , from a single crystal the 
angular distribution is covered with peaks and lines caused 
by electron channeling effects. 
For years now David Dingley at the University of 
Bristol in England has been demonstrating the use of a 
fluorescent screen and a television system (that has now 
been computerized) to give images showing the angular 
distribution with which BSE leave a solid target. Such a 
viewing system can be expected to show cutoff effects 
caused by the local inclination of the specimen and much else 
that would be invaluable in this situation. 
Authors: If the electron beam diameter is smaller than the 
grain size of the surface under study, channeling effects may 
be significant. The detectors used have been chosen 
somew hat lar ger than might be prudent purely for 
dimensional accuracy in order to obtain sufficie nt signal-to-
noise ratios to reso lve a 0. I milliradian change in slope . The 
larger detectors have the added benefit of averaging out 
channeling peaks. 
V.N.E. Robinson: Several researchers have shown that 
the BSE signal contains almost no topography when the high 
take-off angle BSEs are detected. It would be possible to 
measure atomic number purely from one small detector 
placed around the incident beam. 
O.C. Wells: It puzzle s me as to why the authors restrict 
themselves to only four BSE detectors when a larger number 
could so eas ily be incorporated. Why not add a flat quad 
detector immediately above the sample ju st below the lens? 
This would provide additional useful inform ation. 
Authors: Th e number of detector s used for thi s 
investigation has been held to four in order to minimi ze the 
amount of data which must be treated. We have attempted to 
extract a maxim um amount of information from 
measurements made with these detector s However , either of 
the add itional detectors sugge sted by the reviewers would 
improve the resolution of atomic number. 
